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Abstract—Nowadays, sea traveling is increasing due to its practi-
cality and low-cost. Ferry boats play a significant role in the marine
tourism industry to transfer passengers and tourists. Nevertheless,
traditional ferry ships consume massive amounts of fossil fuels to
generate the required energy for their motors and demanded loads.
Also, by consuming fossil fuels, ferries spatter the atmosphere with
CO2 emissions and detrimental particles. In order to address these
issues, ferry-building industries try to utilize renewable energy
sources (RESs) and energy storage systems (ESSs), instead of fossil
fuels, to provide the required power in the ferry boats. In general,
full-electric ferry (FEF) boats are a new concept to reduce the cost
of fossil fuels and air emissions. Hence, FEF can be regarded as a
kind of dc stand-alone microgrid with constant power loads (CPLs).
This article proposes a new structure of a FEF ship based on
RESs and ESSs. In order to solve the negative impedance induced
instabilities in dc power electronic based RESs, a new intelligent
single input interval type-2 fuzzy logic controller based on sliding
mode control is proposed for the dc–dc converters feeding CLPs.
The main feature of the suggested technique is that it is mode-free
and regulates the plant without requiring the knowledge of con-
verter dynamics. Finally, we conduct a dSPACE-based real-time
experiment to examine the effectiveness of the proposed energy
management system for FEF vessels.

Index Terms—dc microgrid control, full-electric ferry, power
electronic converters.

I. INTRODUCTION

ONE of the most considerable contributors to the environ-
mental issues (e.g., air emission, acid rain, greenhouse

destructive effects) is marine power systems. In simpler terms,
conventional marine power systems are mostly designed based
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on diesel generators, which operate by consuming fossil fuel
[1]–[3]. Even though marine vessel emissions have not been
considered in the Kyoto accord, stringent rules have been estab-
lished by first world countries to reduce the emissions produced
by marine power systems. On the other hand, the variation in fuel
prices needed the motivation to explore more developed technol-
ogy and proficient solutions to decrease operational costs in the
marine tourism industry [4], [5]. In consequence, shipbuilding
industries have tried to applied new advanced renewable energy
sources (RESs) (e.g., fuel cell and photovoltaic) in the marine
power system instead of using diesel generator systems.

The full-electric ferry (FEF) ships are presently of attention
for boat commercial marine industries to build zero-emission
and fuel-efficient operation. In this regard, there exist a few
pieces of research about the zero-emission ferry. For instance,
an emission-free sailboat is investigated in [6]. In this article,
for required energy in the case study, the green energies, such as
photovoltaics, eolic, and hydrogenation, are utilized. However,
due to space limitations in the sailboat, applying these RESs
together in a small ship is not feasible. A new intelligent energy
management algorithm for hybrid electric ships is presented in
[7]. In this work, the authors have used different RESs (e.g.,
wind turbine, solar panel, and fuel cell) for providing required
power in the marine vessel. However, the feasibility of applying
these various green energy units together is not assessed. The
feasibility of applying fuel cell in the marine vessel system is
investigated in [8]. In [9], a model predictive dc–dc converter
control is proposed to reduce the pulse power loads effects in
the marine power systems.

In typical cases, a marine vessel system with different renew-
able energy units and various energy storage systems (ESSs)
can be regarded as a special dc stand-alone modern power grid
with constant power loads [10], [11]. Fig. 1 shows the overall
structure of a modern power grid with various RESs and loads.
In this inverter-based dc modern islanded power grid, a robust
and high-performance control approach is necessitated to reduce
the negative impedance behavior. Hence, several works are pro-
posed to address this difficulty in the stand-alone dc microgrid
(MG) [12]–[16]. For instance, Vafamand et al. [12] present a
model-based Takagi–Sugeno (TS) fuzzy system control for the
stabilization of dc MGs under constant power loads (CPLs).
In [13], a new method is introduced for controlling dc–dc
converters that feed constant power loads. The control signal
is achieved from feedback linearization, where the nonlinear
transformation is a function of the power of an unknown load
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Fig. 1. General scheme of modern power grids.

and its time derivative. The work in [16] presents the use of a
state-trajectory controller with embedded droop control in one
of the source-end converters in order to improve three critical
aspects of the MG operation: resiliency under large CPL’s steps,
load transient voltage regulation, and voltage transient recovery
time. Nevertheless, most of these research works are based on the
model-based control, such as model predictive control (MPC)
[9] and sliding mode control (SMC) [17]. Conventional model-
based approaches often develop with fine-grained knowledge of
plant dynamics and their operational conditions. However, these
approaches fail to ensure satisfactory results when there is no
access to system modeling. Alternatively, model-free techniques
(e.g., fuzzy logic control (FLC), etc. [18]) are mostly preferred
in practice since they do not need the complexity of the system
dynamic identification.

Recently, a new model-free technique based on the intelli-
gent proportional-integral-derivative (iPID) controller and its
variants was implemented successfully in the real-time systems,
like vehicle control [19], robotic [20], dc–dc converters [18], etc.
The design procedure of this control technique mainly relies
on the input-output (I/O) measured information of the plant;
therefore, there is no need to identify the system models as it
utilizes an observer based on algebraic schemes to approximate
the unknown dynamics. Due to the measurement noises, this
algebraic technique is not able to guarantee the path tracking
error to converge to zero quickly. To overcome this problem, an
extended state observer (ESO) is often embedded in the model-
free control structure to estimate the unknown dynamics [21].
Effective model-free control can be guaranteed by setting the
ESO coefficient properly and bounding the unknown dynamics.
Perversely, a non-zero estimate error always appears when the
observer is not set up well. An input compensator, such as fuzzy
logic, SMC, and neural network, can be a possible solution for
the elimination of ESO estimation errors and it can be integrated
into the iPID controller [22], [23].

This article focuses on utilizing fuel cells (FCs) as the main
source of the required energy for the demanded loads. Therefore,

in the first step, a new structure of the hybrid fuel cell/battery-
based ferry ship is presented. The whole of the system under
study is considered as an islanded dc MG with constant power
loads. One of the main challenges in dc MG is to decrease the
negative impedance instability. Thus, a novel intelligent single
input interval type-2 fuzzy PI controller (iSIT2-FPI) based on
SMC is proposed to stabilize the dc–dc boost converter con-
nected to CPLs. The suggested control technique combines the
SMC and the model-free iSIT2-FPI control to compensate the
destructive impedance instabilities. The proposed method is easy
to design as well as it does not need the mathematical model of
the system. In simpler terms, by having only some input/output
signals, the dc–dc converter can be controlled accurately. Finally,
we conduct a dSPACE-based real-time experiment to examine
the effectiveness of our method for the dc–dc converter control
in FEF vessels.

II. STAND-ALONE DC FERRY MICROGRID MODEL

In this article, instead of using diesel generator engines to pro-
vide the power to the ferry boat, FCs are utilized. Due to the slow
dynamic response of FCs, batteries are utilized to compensate
for this issue [24]. ESSs are mainly utilized to provide the high
dynamic part of the loads that FCs cannot supply. In addition,
another application of batteries in all-electric-ferry is to enable
FCs to operate in their optimal efficiency. In Fig. 2, the overall
structure of the FEF boat is illustrated.

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the structure of the proposed
hybrid FC/Battery can be assumed to be a dc islanded MG with
CPLs. In simpler terms, various loads, such as motor drives or
electronic loads, with tightly regulated controllers behave as a
constant power load [25]. The main focus of this article is to
introduce a high-performance and fast controller for the dc–
dc converter feeding CPLs to decrease the negative impedance
instability in the ferry power grid.

The diagram of a dc–dc boost converter feeding a CPL in DC
MG is depicted in Fig. 2. The green power unit (e.g., FC, PV,
or wind turbine) is connected to the main dc link to supply the
CPL (e.g., motors or other loads). E shows the fuel cell output
power and the overall demanded load is introduced by a CPL,
which shows a worst scenario condition from the stability point
of view.

Normally, in the modern dc power grid, the stabilization of
the dc link voltage and supplying the CPL is conducted by dc–dc
converters [17]. To design controllers for this kind of converters,
the state-space averaged model is used. Hence, the mathematical
model of a typical dc–dc converter can be expressed as [26]:

diL
dt

=
E

L
− (1 − u)

L
vC (1)

dvC
dt

=
(1 − u)

C
iL − P

CvC
(2)

where iL and vC are the average of the inductor current and
capacitor voltage, respectively. L and C are the inductance and
capacitance of the dc–dc boost converter, respectively. More-
over, u ∈ {0, 1}, is the control input. In practice, iL and vC are
limited parameters; therefore, it is necessary to constrain the
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Fig. 2. Overall scheme of the stand-alone dc ferry grid.

values of iL and vC . Furthermore, iL and vC ∈ φ, where φ is a
subset of R2, i.e.

iL, vC ∈ φ ⊆ R2\ {0} . (3)

The readers can refer to [26] and [27] in order to acquire
more information about the mathematical modeling of dc–dc
converters. Conventionally, the PID controller and its variants
are one of the most famous and useful classic controllers, which
are applied in a wide variety of power electronic applications.
However, since the performance of these kinds of controllers
depends on an operation point, they cannot have the desired
performance when the operation point of the system changes.
In order to address this issue, this article introduces a new
intelligent controller for dc–dc converters to have a fast and
efficient response.

III. CONTROLLER DESIGN

In this section, a novel model-free control strategy, which
is made of three sub-components, is designed and integrated
into the concerned FEF. Initially, ESO is adopted to estimate
the process of uncertain data by the knowledge of its control
input–output parameters. Then, a model-free based iSIT2-FLC
is established to reduce the complexity of the existing controller,
enter required control specifications, and suppress the high-order
derivative output. The SMC is implemented to eliminate the ESO
estimation error.

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of (a) SIT2-FPI structure and (b) triangular MFs.

A. PI-Type SIT2-FLC

1) Basic Structure of the Interface Mapping IT2-FPI: In
Fig. 3(a), the general form of one-to-one inference mapping
SIT2-FPI controller is illustrated. In the structure, the error
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signal is normalizied by the scaling factor (SF) Ge. Thus, the
error signal (e) is converted into λ, which is the input coefficient
of the SIT2-FPI structure. A simple normalization ensures that
λ will be within the universe of discourse [−1, +1]. The output
of the configured SIT2-FPI controller ψ, depicted in Fig. 3(a),
is transformed into a control signal (u) as follows:

u (t) = kp ψ + ki ∫ ψ (4)

where

kp = kp0 Gu; ki = ki0 Gu.

Here, kp0 andki0 denote the baseline PI controller coefficients
and Gu denotes the output SF, which is defined as Gu = G−1

e .
2) SIT2-FLC Design Scheme: The rule structure of each

SIT2-FLC is expressed as [3], [28]

ri : if e is Ãi then eIT2 is Bi, i = 1, 2, 3. (5)

The antecedent membership functions (MFs) are made by
a triangular type of IT2 fuzzy sets (IT2FSs) Ãi, as depicted
in Fig. 3(b). The crisp consequents Bi are generated by the
following values: B1 = −1, B2 = 0, and B3 = 1. IT2FSs can
be defined based on the lower MF (μ

Ãn
) and upper MF (μÃn

).
In Fig. 3(b), li (i = 1, 2, and 3) is the height of the lower MFs. In
this article, the symmetrical MFs are adopted with the following
assumptions: l1 = l3 = 1− δIT2 and l2 = δIT2. Here, δIT2 is
the main SIT2-FPI coefficient, which should be adjusted with
respect to the required system performance.

By using the center of set-type reduction scheme [28], the
output of IT2-FLC is defuzzified asϕo = (ϕr

o + ϕl
o)/2, where

ϕr
o andϕl

o are the end points of the type reduced set and obtained
by

ϕl
o =

∑L
n=1 μÃn

(λ) . Bn +
∑N

n=L+1 μÃn
(λ) . Bn

∑L
n=1 μÃn

(λ) +
∑N

n=L+1 μÃn
(λ)

(6)

ϕr
o =

∑R
n=1 μÃn

(λ) . Bn +
∑N

n=R+1 μÃn
(λ) . Bn

∑R
n=1 μÃn

(λ) +
∑N

n=R+1 μÃn
(λ)

. (7)

Here, L and R denote the switching points.
Based on [29] and [30], the fuzzy mappings (FM) of SIT2-

FLC can be described as

ψ (λ) = λ. k (|λ|) (8)

where k(λ) is a nonlinear coefficient derived from SIT2-FLC
and is expressed as

k (λ) =
1

2

(
1

δIT2 + λ − δIT2λ
+

δIT2 − 1

δIT2λ − 1

)

. (9)

Defining εo (λ) = ψ(λ)− λ, the three mapping IT2-FLC
modes based on the control curve (CC) can be obtained for
various constraints of δIT2, as described in Table I. In Fig. 4,
examples of A-CCIT2, S-CCIT2, and M-CCIT2 are presented
for δIT2 = 0.2, δIT2 = 0.4, δIT2 = 0.5, δIT2 = 0.6, and δIT2 =
0.8. For more details about the CCs generations of the SIT2-
FLC, the readers are referred to Sarabakha et al. [28].

To preserve the features of both A-CCIT2 and S-CCIT2, the
footprint of uncertainty (FOU) coefficient of SIT2-FPI is set to

TABLE I
DEFINITIONS OF SIT2-FLC UNDER DIFFERENT CONSTRAINTS OF δIT2

Fig. 4. Illustration of the control surfaces with different values of δIT2.

0.5 to generate M-CCIT2 mode. Since the maximum error is less
than 1, the input and output SFs are set to 1.

B. Intelligent PI-Type SIT2-FLC-Based Sliding Mode Control

1) Proposed intelligent PI-type SIT2-FLC: For a general
single-input single-output (SISO) nonlinear plant, the model-
free scheme is characterized based on an ultra-local model as
follows [21], [31]:

y(v) (t) = Φ + Λu (t) (10)

where y(v)(t) is the derivative of order v εN of the output y(t),
which is usually in practice chosen as 1 or 2. Φ denotes an
unknown term, which is identified by the control signal u(t)
and output y(t). Λ εR is a nonphysical design constant, which
is selected so that Λu(t) and y(v)(t) have the same order of
magnitude.

Remark 1: Note that the order of differentiation v does not
have any relation to the unknown plant and may, in general, be
selected quite small, i.e., 1, 2. In almost all available concrete re-
search works, v = 1,while only a few case-studies are provided
by v = 2 [32].

Remark 2: Φ will be constantly updated during the simula-
tion. This term reflects the unknown parts of the system dynam-
ics as well as the different possible disturbances. The ESO (see,
e.g., [23], [33], and the references therein) is used to estimate the
coefficient Φ̂ and feed back to the iSIT2-FPISMC structure. The
iSIT2-FPISMC technique can be adopted to design the dc–dc
boost converter controller without requiring the specific model
of the stand-alone dc ferry MG.
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Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of the iSIT2-FPISMC.

If Φ and Λ are well-known items, an iSIT2-FPI can be
suggested as

u (t) =
1

Λ

(
−Φ̂ (t) + y(v)

∗
+ kpψu + ki ∫ ψu

)
(11)

where y(v)
∗

is the output desired reference with the derivative
of order v and Φ̂(t) is the estimated value of Φ(t). Combining
(10) and (11), the error equation e(v) (t) = y(v)

∗
(t)− y(v)(t)

is obtained as

e(v) (t) + Φ− Φ̂ + kpψu + ki ∫ ψu = 0. (12)

The estimated disturbance Φ̂ in this article will be calculated
by employing ESO. ESO is designed by a third observer as
[20], [28]

q̇1 = q2 − μo1fal (F, ω1, ρ)

q̇2 = q3 − μo2fal (F, ω2, ρ)

q̇3 = −μo3fal (F, ω3, ρ) (13)

where μo1, μo2, and μo3 represent the observer constant, q1, q2,
and q3 represent the intermediate states and F is the estimated
error of observer. In the ESO scheme, q3 denotes the estimation
generated by the observer; therefore, we have q3 = Φ̂.

fal (F, ω, ρ) =

{
|F |ωsgn (F ) , |F | > ρ

F/ρ1−ω, otherwise
(14)

where 0 ≤ ω ≤ 1 and ρ > 0.
2) Design of a Model-Free Sliding Mode Control: According

to (11), the quality of iSIT2FPI actions depends on the baseline
PI gains of SIT2-FLC, FOU design coefficient, and estimation of
Φ. An inaccurate estimation with large error leads to degrading
the performance of the mode-free technique. To remove the
estimation error, an additional controller SMC is provided. The
overall structure of the hybrid iSIT2FPI, and SMC is highlighted
in Fig. 5. The extra SMC input control is represented by usmc

and it results in

u (t) =
1

Λ

(
−Φ̂ (t) + y(v)

∗
+ kpψu + ki ∫ ψu

)
+ usmc.

(15)

Let the estimated error of observer be defined as Φ̃ = Φ− Φ̂.
Based on [23], one has Φ̃ < Φm, where Φm is an upper bound.
Substituting (15) into (10), the error equation with the order of
v = 2 is yielded as

ë (t) + kpψu + ki ∫ ψu + Λusmc + Φ̃ (t) = 0. (16)

According to the SMC design scheme, a switching function
is introduced as

σ = γe (t) + ė (t) (17)

where γ > 0 is a design coefficient. The derivative of (17) is
calculated as

σ̇ (t) = γė (t) + ë (t) = γė (t)− kpψu − ki ∫ ψu

− Λusmc − Φ̃ (t) . (18)

The extra input usmc, which consists of equivalent control ueq
and switching control usw, is defined as usmc = ueq + usw. In
order to reach the desired sliding mode condition in (18), ueq is
obtained by replacing Φ̃ with Φm as

ueq =
1

Λ
(γė (t)− kpψu − ki ∫ ψu − Φm) . (19)

In order to eliminate the chattering effects, usw is defined as

usw =
1

Λ
(η1 [sat (σ, ε)] + η2σ) . (20)

where η1 and η2 denote the switching gains, ε denotes the
boundary thickness, η1 > 0, η2 > 0, and ε > 0, and

sat (σ, ε) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

1 ifσ > ε

σ/ε if |σ| ≤ ε

−1 ifσ < −ε
. (21)
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Fig. 6. Design steps of the proposed framework.

Substituting the extra input usmc into (15), the total control
signal can be rewritten as

u (t) =
1

Λ

(
−Φm − Φ̂ (t) + y(v)∗ + η1 [sat (σ (t) , ε)]

+ η2σ + γė (t)) . (22)

3) Stability Analysis: Consider the Lyapunov function as

V =
1

2
σ2. (23)

The derivative of (23) yields

V̇ = σ σ̇ = −σ
(
η1 [sat (σ, ε)] + Φ̃− Φm

)
− η2σ

2. (24)

Therefore, the boundedness of Φ̃ is sufficient to satisfy V̇ < 0.
For |σ| < ε and |σ| > ε, Lyapunov stability can be assured under
two situations [34]:

Case 1: If |σ| > ε, the existing condition will be converted as

V̇ = −σ
(
η1 + Φ̃− Φm

)
− η2σ

2. (25)

According to the boundedness of Φ̃, it is met that V̇ < 0 if
one has η1 > 2Φm.

Case 2: If |σ| < ε, the existing condition will be changed as

V̇ = −σ
(
η1σ/ε+ Φ̃− Φm

)
− η2σ

2. (26)

Defining the condition of (26), the negative term on the right-
hand side is met

−σ
(
Φ̃− Φm

)
− (η1/ε+ η2)σ

2 < 0.

∣
∣
∣Φ̃− Φm

∣
∣
∣ < (η1/ε+ η2)σ (27)

Considering the boundedness of Φ̃ and |σ| < ε, one can get
(η1 + εη2) > 2Φm.

The flowchart of the proposed framework is sketched in Fig. 6.

TABLE II
THE CASE-STUDY PARAMETERS

Fig. 7. Real-time setup and configuration of the marine dc MG benchmark.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, hardware-in-the loop (Hil) real-time simula-
tion on a dc–dc boost converter with one dc power supply and
one constant power load is done to demonstrate the applicability
of the suggested technique. Additionally, the parameters of the
dc–dc boost converter are stated in Table II. Fig. 7 presents the
overall structure of the experimental setup. The novel control
method is applied in a dSPACE MicroLabBox with DS1202
Power PC Dual-Core 2-GHz processor board and DS1302 I/O
board with the sampling time 100 μs.

In this article, a novel intelligent SIT2-FPI-based SMC has
been developed for a boost converter supplying a CPL in a stand-
alone dc ferry MG. The Hil simulation is carried out for the
CPL voltage reference Vref = 110[V ]. Furthermore, to show the
performance improvement of the proposed approach, the iPI [31]
and MPC [35] is developed for the case of this article. Figs. 8–10
show the tracking power of the CPL, voltage of the DC bus,
and the current of the inductor, respectively, for the proposed
approach and other controllers [7].

A. Scenario 1: Constant Power Load Variations

In order to make a good challenge for the proposed control
method, the CPL power is assumed to change over time. In
this scenario, the CPL power with the operating condition of
P = 500 [w] is decreased to 300 [w] at t = 0.3 s and is also
increased to 700 [w] at t = 0.7 s. From the experimental results,
it is simply found that by adopting the proposed method, the
voltage response maintains a constant value, while the induc-
tor current references are tracked precisely. As can be seen
in Figs. 8–10, the proposed approach leads to a higher level
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Fig. 8. Transient performance of the iSIT2-FPISMC controller (the CPL
power changes, dc bus voltage, and inductor current are shown with blue, red,
and green curves, respectively).

Fig. 9. Transient performance of the MPC controller (the CPL power changes,
dc bus voltage, and inductor current are shown with blue, red, and green curves,
respectively).

Fig. 10. Transient performance of the iPI controller (the CPL power changes,
dc bus voltage, and inductor current are shown with blue, red, and green curves,
respectively).

of reliable operation of the marine MG against the uncertain
time-varying loads than the iPI and MPC controllers.

The reason is that the MG responses with the proposed method
experience fewer fluctuations than the state-of-the-art methods,
and therefore they are more desirable from the engineering

Fig. 11. Input voltage variations of the converter—the iSIT2-FPISMC con-
troller (the input voltage changes, dc bus voltage, and inductor current are shown
with blue, red, and green curves, respectively).

Fig. 12. Input voltage variations of the converter—the MPC controller (the
input voltage changes, dc bus voltage, and inductor current are shown with blue,
red, and green curves, respectively).

power point of view. It can be concluded that the proposed
model-free method guarantees the supply of constant power
required by the load and is robust with reference to the time-
varying loads.

B. Scenario 2: Input Voltage Variations

In this case, the step-up change in the converter’s reference
voltage aims to validate the controller’s real-time reference
tracking ability. In order to validate the performance and ro-
bustness of the proposed method over input voltage variations,
the converter’s reference voltage is changed from 48 V at 0.3 s
to 45 V, and also changed from 45 V at 0.7 to 52 V. Figs. 11–13
illustrate the experimental results.

As shown in Figs. 11–13, the iSIT2-FPISMC controller has
a better performance over other control techniques to stabilize
the dc bus voltage as well as it is superior to damp the voltage
oscillations.

V. DISCUSSION

The negative impedance feature of CPLs strongly threatens
the stability of the entire dc shipboard MG plant. Despite the
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Fig. 13. Input voltage variations of the converter—the iPI controller (the input
voltage changes, dc bus voltage, and inductor current are shown with blue, red,
and green curves, respectively).

rich body of literature in the context of dc shipboard MGs
with CPLs, majority of the existing studies considered that the
controller can be adopted without any uncertainties, and the
value of plant parameters is precisely identified. However, in
practice, we are faced with an unstructured environment; thus,
the classic deterministic methodologies no longer can ensure the
stability the dc shipboard MGs against the inaccuracies in the
ESS models, quantization impacts, and computational controller
delays. The above-mentioned specifications necessitate more
robust strategies and more appropriate control tools for control
synthesis challenges in the modern power MGs.

In response to the real-time marine MG situations, this article
addresses an intelligent SIT2-FPI based on SMC to stabilize the
dc MGs with time-varying CPLs. The main outcomes can be
stated as follows:

1) The suggested control technique employs an intelligent
SIT2-FPI-based ESO for the essential framework to enjoy
its interesting model-free benefit, while the SMC part
is applied to compensate the observer estimation errors.
The suggested control actions are generated based only
on the dc shipboard MG input/output signals. Under this
framework, the suggested method can be implemented for
reasonably wide forms of dc MGs with various configu-
rations.

2) An effective structure of FC/battery in the FEF ships,
which feeds a time-varying load, is investigated. It is
demonstrated that the unknown dynamic part and the
disturbances in a typical dc MG can be estimated by an
observer, and this study opens the way to employ this
article as a reference for more research studies in the
context of robust MGs control.

3) The validation of the iSIT2-FPISMC controller is con-
ducted by a real-time platform based on the model-in-the
loop testbed in a real marine dc MG. The experimental out-
come confirms the fluctuation reduction of the suggested
method in comparison with the state-of-the-art approaches
when the controller and the plant face the inaccuracies.

4) The minimal pollutant emissions of FCs (ideally only
water for hydrogen fuel) make this technology attractive

for power generation in the future ferry ships. Therefore,
the concerns about the hazardous CO2 emissions and oil
consumption can be responded.

5) In the end, simultaneously considering time-varying
CPLs, different power oscillations and inaccuracies in the
dc marine MG problem among a control formulation via
a model-free scheme can also be regarded as a remarkable
outcome of this work.

VI. CONCLUSION

The propulsion of ships pollutes through the emission of
CO2 and harmful particles when operated by diesel engines.
Electrification of ship propulsion is a way to introduce clean
tech-solutions in the transport sector of special interests in har-
bors and costal zones. This article addresses the hybrid electrical
propulsion of ships where the electrical power is partly supplied
from batteries and partly generated on-board by means of FCs
fueled by hydrogen. The process of generating electrical power
from hydrogen is environmental-friendly as the exhaust is only
water. The fuel cell technology will allow for faster refueling
and longer distance between refueling compared to ships with
only batteries. The hybrid combination of batteries and FCs will
deliver efficient and reliable supply of electricity for propulsion.
The goal of this article was to stabilize a special dc marine MG
that has uncertain time-varying constant power loads and drive
the dc voltage of the bus to track the desired voltage. To this
aim, the model-free iSIT2-FPISMC was adopted to compensate
the destructive impedance induced instabilities in the dc power
electronic. Based on the concept of the ultra-local model, the
suggested controller combines SMC scheme with the model-free
iSIT2-FPI, constructing a new control structure. A comparison
with MPC and iPI was conducted in the Hil real-time setup.
The comparative real-time outcomes revealed that the suggested
intelligent mode-free controller stabilizes the investigated test
system much quicker than the other considered controllers.
For future works, we aim to apply the novel proposed control
technique to other power electronic devices (e.g., voltage source
converter, bidirectional buck-boost converter, etc.) and compare
the results to the prevalent proposed controllers, such as MPC,
and fuzzy logic system. Moreover, in this article, we applied
our proposed method only on one source and one CPL. Hence,
in the next step, we will implement the suggested controller on
completed ferry power gird with multi-power sources and CPLs,
as shown in Fig. 2.
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